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Abstract. We have examined snapshots of
overlaid ultra-violet (UV) auroral images from
POLAR and IMAGE spacecraft and ULF wave
power in the Pi2 frequency band (5–30 mHz).
The latitudinal distribution of the Pi2 spectral
power, as well as the position of the ionospheric
electrojet, are inferred from the
MACCS-CARISMA-MEASURE array of
magnetic stations. A substorm develops as a
series of “detonations”, accompanied by an
enhancement of auroral luminosity,
intensification of the ionospheric currents, and a
burst of Pi2 wave power. The epicenter of each
detonation leaps during each activation
poleward and westward. The latitudinal location
of the auroral ionospheric westward electrojet
and Pi2 power is found to be mainly associated
with the poleward border of the auroral
activation region. The result of case studies is
supported by statistical superposed latitudinal
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distributions of the auroral intensity and Pi2
power. The found correspondence between the
UV auroral oval and Pi2 power “epicenter” may
help to identify a possible channel of Pi2 wave
energy transmission from the magnetotail to the
ground.

1. Introduction

Though Pi2 pulsations with periods 40–150 sec be-
long to one of the most well-known types of ultra-low-
frequency (ULF) waves, there is still no confirmative
physical interpretation of their generation mechanism.
In a review [Keiling and Takahashi, 2011] seven alter-
native mechanisms of Pi2 generation were discussed.
To some extent, this situation is quite natural because
it is unrealistic to create the final theory of Pi2 be-
fore the construction of a general theory of a substorm.
Nowadays the latter problem is a still incomplete task
of geophysics. Nonetheless, in a similar way as seismic
waves provide information about an earthquake focus,
Pi2 may be used as a clue to understanding the na-
ture of a substorm and magnetotail dynamics [Rae and
Watt, 2016]. The solution of this problem to a great
extent depends on the ability to resolve the spatial-



temporal sequence of key substorm-related processes in
the tail, magnetosphere, and ionosphere with the high-
est possible accuracy [Kepko et al., 2003; Yamaguchi
et al., 2002].

Despite the short duration of Pi2 event (< 10 min),
its wave structure at auroral latitudes is rather com-
plicated, because several wave modes may be involved
[Fujita et al., 2000; Yumoto et al., 1990].

A classical Pi2 waveform – damping short train,
prompts the rather trivial idea that Pi2 wave activ-
ity is the transient response to some rapid large-scale
change of the nightside magnetospheric current sys-
tem, comprising the magnetospheric field-aligned cur-
rent (FAC) and the ionospheric auroral electrojet (AEJ)
[Olson, 1999]. The rapid reconfiguration of the global
current system in the nightside magnetosphere occurs
during the cross-tail current disruption, which is be-
lieved to result in the excitation of transient Alfven
field line eigenoscillations at auroral latitudes [Baumjo-
hann and Glassmeier, 1984]. The resultant Pi2 pul-
sations are superposed on an onset-associated mag-
netic bay. In general, any rapid (as compared to time
scale of Pi2) change of electrodynamic properties of the
magnetosphere-ionosphere system must excite a tran-
sient oscillatory response. Therefore, Pi2 transients



seemingly should accompany such steep variations as
a precipitation- induced change of the ionospheric con-
ductance [Mal’tsev et al., 1974], and occurrence of
field-aligned anomalous resistance [Pilipenko et al.,
2005]. Pi2-related Alfven waves can actively partici-
pate in the transition of the substorm-related instability
into an explosive phase with positive magnetosphere-
ionosphere feedback [Lysak and Song, 2002].

Although, there are suggestions that Pi2 is not just a
decaying transient, but is a result of a fast developing
oscillatory instability. The observational support was
found for the scenario when exponentially growing Pi2
disturbance is excited in the near-Earth plasma sheet
by a local ballooning instability prior to the onset of au-
roral arc expansion and magnetotail field dipolarization
[Chang and Cheng, 2015; Keiling, 2012]. This lo-
cal instability can further trigger a reconnection of the
magnetotail magnetic field with a much larger energy
release.

Most clear Pi2 signatures are observed not in the
auroral region, but at middle latitudes, down to the dip
equator. This global quasi-monochromatic response is
supposedly produced by large-scale fast compressional
mode waves, resonantly exciting cavity oscillations of
the plasmasphere [Sutcliffe and Yumoto, 1991].



An initial trigger of Pi2 response may be related to
some fast process (“tailquake”) during the substorm
onset, such as reconnection, fast plasma flows, dipo-
larization front, etc. A substorm development is of-
ten observed as a sequence of localized activations in
the night magnetosphere. Each substorm activation,
probably, is the result of some instability of a locally
unsteady magnetospheric configuration. Experimental
determination of the Pi2 correspondence to substorm
origin region is not a trivial thing, because a Pi2 train
propagates from a source in a combined wave mode,
whereas several paths of the wave energy transfer may
operate and “illuminates” the entire nightside magne-
tosphere. There are several possible scenarios of ULF
signal penetration from the tail into the nightside polar
ionosphere. The first mechanism interprets a possible
coupling of ULF waves in the tail with magnetic dis-
turbances on the ground by invoking the conversion
of impulsively generated compressional modes at the
plasmasheet/lobe interface into Alfven waves propa-
gating along the stretched field lines towards the night
side ionosphere [Allan and Wright, 1998; Liu et al.,
1995]. According to this scenario a ground ULF re-
sponse to disturbances in the distant tail should be ob-
served near the poleward auroral oval boundary, assum-



ing that the auroral oval is the image of the plasmasheet
plasma. Another scenario is related to direct excita-
tion of Alfven waves by a “tailquake” near the current
sheet, and their field-aligned propagation towards the
ionosphere [Ma et al., 1995; Semenov et al., 1999].
Finally, the plasmasheet with increased plasma density
and current sheet form MHD waveguides [Edwin et
al., 1986]. Such a waveguide is able to accumulate
and guide the energy of MHD perturbations towards
the Earth. Disturbances in the tail, first, propagate
along the plasmasheet or current sheet towards their in-
ner boundary, and, second, are converted in this region
into Alfven waves, transporting field-aligned currents
(FACs) towards the ionosphere [Mazur et al., 2010].
The tail-related signals of this type are to be observed
primarily near the equatorward auroral oval boundary.

For identification of mechanisms of substorm onset
and Pi2 burst it is important to know their association
with the basic magnetospheric domains, such as the
open/closed field line boundary (OCB) or auroral oval.
On the nightside the poleward edge of auroral oval can
be used as an OCB proxy [Lorentzen et al., 2004]. A
location of the auroral oval can be determined from en-
ergetic particle measurements by the polar-orbiting De-
fense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satel-



lites. DMSP data are not affected by sunlight, and sen-
sitivity of the particle data is many times greater than
is possible from auroral imagers. However, particle de-
tectors can sample only a tiny portion of the aurora at
one instant. The OCB can be detected optically from
satellite observations of the poleward boundary of the
ultra-violet (UV) auroral oval [Longden et al., 2010],
though such observations are not regularly available.

In this paper we examine the spatial correspondence
between the locations of Pi2 wave power and the global
auroral pattern observed using a satellite UV image.
This may help to identify the location of a source of
Pi2 pulsations and identify the path of wave energy
transmission towards the ionosphere.

2. Database and Processing Technique

We use optical data from POLAR and IMAGE space-
craft. The POLAR Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) takes im-
ages of the entire auroral oval in the molecular nitro-
gen N2 band centered at Lyman-Birge-Hopfield filters
170 nm (LBHL) and 150 nm (LBHS) with an integra-
tion time of 37 s. These data do not allow to exam-
ine precisely a timing between auroral activations and



geomagnetic disturbances. The auroral luminosity ob-
served with the long (L) filter is proportional to total
energy flux (insensitive to particle energy), while the
short (S) line is more sensitive to soft precipitation.
The effective pixel resolution of the instrument from
apogee is ∼ 100 km.

We have converted the UVI images into geomag-
netic latitude–local time (Φ–MLT) coordinates, applied
a line-of-sight (LOS) correction, and removed dayglow
from the images. From available data for 1996–2001,
however, we found that only data for 1996–1999 are
reliable. In 2000–2001, the apogee of POLAR’s orbit
drifted equatorward of the auroral zone, and therefore
the spacecraft imaged the northern polar region from
a low inclination; thus, its LOS correction and dayglow
removal might become erratic and unreliable. There-
fore, for the period 2000–2001 we use the Wideband
Imaging Camera (WIC) from three sub-instruments for
the far UV registration onboard IMAGE satellite. From
the POLAR/IMAGE UV data we construct a sequence
of digital images with superposed magnetic stations.
The time evolution of auroral intensity is characterized
by a time series of integrated UV intensity in a spec-
ified filter in the chosen ∆MLT and ∆Φ sector. The
accuracy of imaging technique for the determination



of auroral boundaries may cast doubt because of poor
sensitivity of auroral imagers, in particular distinguish-
ing between the diffuse and discrete auroral ovals using
UV images is difficult. Nonetheless, comparison of au-
roral boundaries from Polar UVI images with boundaries
derived from DMSP electron precipitation data showed
that though their differences are near 0, though offsets
up to 4o may appear [Carbary et al., 2003].

A statistical location of the auroral oval
for given solar wind and IMF parameters can
be estimated with the OVATION-prime model
(sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/ovation prime/index.html).
This model is based on energetic particle measure-
ments from the DMSP satellites and considers main
types of auroras: discrete electron monoenergetic
aurora and broadband diffuse aurora [Newell et al.,
2009]. Diffuse aurora is primarily caused by the
precipitation of energetic electrons (0.1–30 keV) over
a broad latitude range. Although generally not visible
to the naked eye, the diffuse auroral precipitation
provides the main energy source for the high-latitude
upper atmosphere. The discrete aurora at higher
latitudes is dominated by soft electron precipitation
(0.1–1 keV). The poleward boundary used in the
OVATION model is intended to be the OCB.

http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/ovation_prime/index.html


We use magnetic data composed from the high-
latitude MACCS array [Engebretson et al., 1995] and
CARISMA auroral array [Mann et al., 2008] of flux-
gate magnetometers in Arctic Canada with sampling
period 5 sec. All available stations are organized into
the latitudinal geomagnetic profile along the 330◦geomag-
netic meridian: TAL–BLC–RAN–EKP–FCC–GIM–ISL–
PIN. At lower latitudes, these arrays are augmented
with available stations from the MEASURE magne-
tometers. Locations of all used stations are shown in
Figure 1, and the station coordinates are given in Ta-
ble 1.

The position of the auroral electrojet is determined
as the latitude where the vertical Z -component of mag-
netic disturbance reverses sign, whereas the North-South
H-component is maximal. The reference value of the
magnetic field for the determination of magnetic dis-
turbance is taken as the value prior to the substorm
onset.

The latitudinal profile of 3-component magnetic field
disturbance has been compared with the latitudinal dis-
tribution of the UV intensity, and Pi2 power taken dur-
ing the time interval around each auroral snap shot
(with parameters averaged over a ±2.5 min window,
centered on the time moment indicated). The intensity



Figure 1. A map of the combined CARISMA-
MACCS-MEASURE magnetometer array. Geographic
and geomagnetic coordinates are denoted by dashed and
solid lines. Black dots indicate stations used only for the
2D plotting of Pi2 power.



Table 1. Magnetic stations coordinates

Station Code GEO GEO CGM CGM Array†

lat Long Lat Long

Baker Lake BLC 64.30 264.00 74.3 326.1 1
Gjoa Haven GJO 68.6 264.1 78.2 323.4 1
Back BKC 57.68 265.77 68.7 329.4 2
Taloyoak TAL 69.54 266.45 79.7 323.6 2
Rankin Inlet RAN 62.80 267.67 73.7 331.0 2
Eskimo Point EKP 61.10 265.93 71.9 328.4 2
Fort Churchill FCC 58.79 265.91 69.1 331.9 2
Rabbit Lake RAB 58.22 256.32 67.4 317.4 2
Gillam GIM 56.85 265.58 67.4 329.0 2
Island Lake ISL 53.88 265.32 64.9 329.7 2
Pinawa PIN 50.20 263.96 61.2 328.4 2
Fort McMurray MCM 56.7 248.8 64.7 307.0 2
Cambridge Bay CBB 69.12 254.97 77.5 306.9 2
Contwoyoto CON 65.75 248.75 73.4 298.8 2
Fort Smith FSM 58.00 246.00 65.0 304.7 2
Fort Simpson FSP 61.75 238.77 67.6 288.9 2
Millstone Hill MSH 42.60 288.52 52.9 6.9 3
Applied
Physics Lab APL 39.17 283.12 50.2 358.8 3
Dark Sky 3
Observatory DSO 36.25 278.60 47.6 352.1 3
Jacksonville JAX 30.35 278.40 41.8 351.4 3

†Arrays: 1 – MACCS, 2 – CARISMA, 3 – MEASURE.



of the Pi2 signal has been estimated as the integrated
spectral power S (Bxy) of both horizontal components
in the frequency band 5–30 mHz. The data have been
preliminarily high-pass filtered with a cut-off period of
300 s. The relative Pi2 spectral power is indicated
on UV snap-shorts at each station location as a color
coded circle.

3. Substorm Onsets and Pi2 Events

To present adequately the dynamics of ionospheric elec-
trodynamics and aurora is a hard problem, because dur-
ing a substorm onset they all not only grow fast, but
also move in space. Here we present different aspects
of their evolution for two typical events.

2000, 12/23 event (day 358).

Between 0430 and 0530 UT on Dec. 23, 2000 several
auroral activations occurred as can be seen from IM-
AGE auroral WIC images. The first one was recorded at
0429:22 UT eastward from the 330◦profile (Figure 2a).
After that, the auroral blob expanded longitudinally to-
ward the 330◦ profile and then faded away. At 0437:33
UT the second auroral intensification was recorded. At



Figure 2. (a) An image of the auroral UV activation observed by
the WIC instrument on the IMAGE spacecraft on 2000, 12/23 (day 358)
at 0429:22 UT. The relative Pi2 signal power (estimated within a time
interval of from 0430 ± 2.5 min UT) and UV intensity are color coded.

The maximum power of Pi2 horizontal component Bmax =
√
X 2 + Y 2 =

14.7 dB, maximum of UV intensity UVImax = 23, 900 (relative units). (b)
The same but for UV image on 0449:49 UT. The Pi2 signal power Bmax =
52.0 dB is estimated for time interval 0448 ± 2.5 min UT. The maximal
disturbances are characterized by UVImax = 22, 689 r.u.



0449:49 UT the auroral intensification region reached
the 330◦ profile (Figure 2b). The set of these snap-
shots indicates a general tendency of a westward and
poleward leap of each subsequent activation as com-
pared with the previous one. We do not consider other
subsequent intensifications during this substorm.

Each noticeable auroral activation occurs simultane-
ously with the onset of a magnetic bay, which is evident
from comparison of X -component magnetograms from
a latitudinal profile of magnetic stations and time varia-
tions of the spatially integrated UV intensity (Figure 3).
Each auroral activation is accompanied by a magnetic
bay, progressively shifted during the first intensification
from ISL to GIM, and during the second intensification
from GIM to RAB–FSM (Figure 3a). The onset of each
magnetic bay and auroral intensification is marked by
the occurrence of a Pi2 train (Figure 3a). During the
first activation on ∼0430 UT the Pi2 signature is most
evident at middle latitude, e.g. at MSH, JAX, (Fig-
ure 3b, bottom panel). At high latitudes (Figure 3b,
upper panel), one can see not an isolated Pi2 wave
train, but rather the onset of irregular pulsation activ-
ity in the Pi2 frequency band. During the second acti-
vation on ∼ 0450 UT irregular fluctuations in the Pi2
band intensifies at high latitudes with maximal intensity



Figure 3a. Upper panel: Time evolution of UV WIC inten-
sity from IMAGE spacecraft (integrated over the latitudinal range
∆Φ = 60.7◦ − 73.1◦) above the geomagnetic meridian 330◦. Lower
panel: magnetograms of X component (red line) and Z component
(black line) geomagnetic field variations along the latitudinal profile
∼ 330◦ on 12/23, 2000 (day 358) 0400–0530 UT. CGM latitudes are
indicated near station codes. The scale between ticks is shown near
left-hand axis.



Figure 3b. Upper Magnetograms of X component geomag-
netic field variations from the high-latitude CARISMA/MACCS sta-
tions (upper panel) and mid-latitude MEASURE stations (bottom
panels) on 12/23, 2000 (day 358) 0415–0445 UT. CGM latitudes are
indicated near station codes.



at GIM, but just a weak response is observed at mid-
dle/low latitudes. Later Pi2 bursts, e.g. at ∼ 0500 UT,
are not considered.

Dynamic spectra of geomagnetic variations in the
Pi2 band (frequencies from 0.5 mHz to 150 mHz) along
the 330◦ latitudinal profile are shown in Figure 4. This
figure illustrates that Pi2 power bursts during each au-
roral activation, but the wave power “epicenter” shifts
progressively poleward. No systematic change of fre-
quency of subsequent Pi2 bursts at different latitudes
can be seen as the substorm evolves.

The color coding of each station location on maps
in Figure 2 corresponds to the relative intensity of Pi2
power around activation onset. These maps roughly
show that maximum Pi2 power is observed near the
poleward boundary of the auroral oval, near its west-
ward edge (GIM, FCC).

This result has been additionally validated by the
construction of a 1D latitudinal distribution of the elec-
tron precipitation zone derived from the OVATION mo-
del, the UV intensity, the magnetic field disturbance,
and the Pi2 power taken during a short time interval
around the auroral activation (Figure 5). The position
of the auroral electrojet is determined as the latitude
where X component has a maximum, while Z compo-



Figure 4. Time evolution of integrated UV auroral intensity
(upper panel) and dynamic spectra of geomagnetic fluctuations in
the 5–30 mHz band in a running 5 min window along the latitudinal
CARISMA profile on 12/23, 2000 (day 358) 0400–0530 UT. Station
codes and CGM latitudes are indicated near right-hand axis.



Figure 5a. Latitudinal distribution on 2000 (day 358) of the
particle precipitation zones (solid line denotes monoenergetic elec-
trons, dotted line corresponds to wideband electrons) as derived from
the OVATION-prime model (upper panel); WIC intensity along the
longitude Λ = 1.8◦ on 0429:22 UT (second panel), magnetic field dis-
turbance along the ∼ 330◦ profile as compared with reference field
at 0423 UT (solid line – X component; dashed line – Z component;
dotted line – Y component) (third panel) estimated for the period
0437 UT ±2.5 min, and Pi2 power (bottom panel) observed during
the time interval around auroral activation (0430 UT ±2.5 min).



Figure 5b. The same format as in Figure 5a, but for
the OVATION-prime model on 0448 UT, WIC on 0447:47
UT along Λ = 346.8◦, magnetic field disturbance along the
∼ 330◦ profile as compared with reference value at 0445
UT estimated for the period 0456 UT ±2.5 min, and Pi2
power recorded during the time interval 0448 UT ±2.5 min.



nent changes sign. The D-component disturbance is
weak for all the events under consideration, which jus-
tifies the assumption about a longitudinally extended
auroral electrojet.

The local auroral activation, as observed by WIC
around 0430 UT, occurs at ∼ 62◦, that is around the
equatorward edge of the statistical auroral oval con-
structed from the OVATION model (Figure 5a). These
1D profiles confirms that the latitudinal maximum of
Pi2 power meridian is around 67◦(GIM), near the pole-
ward boundary of the auroral activation. The westward
AEJ develops in a region with maximum around GIM
station. The AEJ tends to be also shifted poleward
from the auroral spot. It is worth to mention that dur-
ing this activation the magnetometer profile and UV
profile were separated (cf. Figure 2a), so the results of
the comparison should be considered with some care.

Comparison of Figure 5a with a similar plot for the
second activation around 0450 UT (Figure 5b), shows
that the “gravity center” of auroral intensity leaps north-
ward from one activation to another. The auroral elec-
trojet leaps together with the spot during each activa-
tion, from ∼ 66 − 67◦ at 0430 UT to ∼ 70◦ (around
FCC) at 0450 UT. The location of Pi2 power maxi-



mum demonstrates the same tendency (Figure 4): a
poleward shift from GIM to FCC during subsequent ac-
tivations.

2001 02/01 event (day 032).

From 0400 UT to 0530 UT on Feb. 01, 2001 several au-
roral activations occurred. The first one at∼0423:52 UT
took place near the 330◦ meridian (Figure 6a). The
maximal Pi2 activity was observed near the poleward
boundary of the auroral oval (RAB), closer to its west-
ward edge. Then, the auroral activity faded away and
its remnants went west.

The auroral oval activated again at ∼0442:17 UT,
and extended till the 300◦ meridian (Figure 6b). The
maximal Pi2 power, as characterized by the color-coded
station circles, was observed near the poleward bound-
ary of auroral brightness (EKP). Later on, the bright au-
roral spot moved west, whereas the greatest Pi2 power
occurred near its westward edge. Later auroral activa-
tions occurred far from the 300◦ and 300◦ meridians
and are not shown.

Each auroral activation is accompanied by magnetic
bays in H-component, progressively shifted from (GIM)
to (EKP, RAN) (Figure 7a). The onset of each mag-
netic bay is marked by the occurrence of a Pi2 train.



Figure 6. (a) An image of the auroral UV activation ob-
served by the WIC instrument on the IMAGE spacecraft (L-filter)
on 2001, 02/01 (day 032) at 0423:52 UT. The relative Pi2 signal
power (estimated within a time interval of ±2.5 min from 0425 UT)
and UV intensity are color coded. The maximal disturbances are
Bmax = 49.0 dB, UVImax = 21, 457 r.u. (b) The same format
as in top panel. The WIC snapshot is taken at 0442:17 UT, and
the Pi2 signal power with Bmax = 46.0 dB has been estimated
within a time interval 0445±0007:30 UT. The maximal disturbance
of UVImax = 11, 994 r.u.



Figure 7a. Upper panel: Time evolution of UV inten-
sity (integrated over the latitudinal and longitudinal range ∆Φ =
60.7◦ − 79.1◦) in the LBHL band (solid line) and in the LHBS band
(dashed line) Lower panel: geomagnetic field variations in X compo-
nent (red line) and Z component (black line) along the CARISMA
latitudinal profile on 02/01, 2001 (day 032) 0400–0530 UT. CGM
latitudes are indicated near station codes. The scale between ticks is
shown near left-hand axis.



Figure 7b. Magnetograms of X component geomagnetic field
variations at the high-latitude CARISMA stations (upper panel) and
at the mid-latitude MEASURE stations (bottom panel) on 02/01,
2001 (day 032) 0420–0450 UT. CGM latitudes are indicated near
station codes.



During the first activation on ∼ 0425 UT the isolated
Pi2 signal is most evident at mid-latitude stations MSH,
APL, and DSO (Figure 7b). At high latitudes, during
this activation one can see not an isolated Pi2 wave
train, but rather the onset of irregular pulsation activity
in the Pi2 frequency band. During the second activa-
tion, on ∼0440 UT, a burst of irregular pulsations in
the Pi2 band is observed at high latitudes (with max-
imal power at GIM), but no response can be seen at
middle/low latitudes.

Dynamic spectra of geomagnetic variations in the
Pi2 band along the 330◦latitudinal profile are shown in
Figure 8. This plot demonstrates that bursts of high-
latitude Pi2 are shifted subsequently upon each acti-
vation to higher latitudes from GIM-ISL to EKP. The
frequency of subsequent Pi2 bursts at different latitudes
does not change.

Figure 9 shows the latitudinal profiles of OVATION-
derived precipitation, intensities of the UV auroral emis-
sion, magnetic disturbance produced by the auroral
electrojet, and Pi2 power along the 330◦meridian. The
auroral activation originates in the equatorward part
of the statistical auroral oval, in the region of diffuse
precipitation. Around the time 0425 UT (Figure 9a)
the auroral electrojet develops in the vicinity of GIM.



Figure 8. Time evolution of integrated UV auroral in-
tensity (upper panel) and dynamic spectra of geomagnetic
fluctuations in the Pi2 band (5–30 mHz) along the latitu-
dinal CARISMA profile ∼ 330◦ on 02/01, 2001 (day 032)
0400–0530 UT.



Figure 9a. Latitudinal distribution on 2001, 02/01 (day 032) of
the particle precipitation zones as derived from the OVATION-prime
model (upper panel); WIC intensity along the longitude Λ = 317.5◦

on 0425:55 UT (upper panel), magnetic field disturbance (solid line
– X component; dashed line – Z component; dotted line – Y com-
ponent) along ∼ 330◦ profile as compared with reference field at
0425 UT estimated for the period 0428 UT ±2.5 min (third panel),
and Pi2 power in the 5–30 mHz band (bottom panel) taken during
the time interval around auroral activation (0430 UT ± 2.5 min).



Figure 9b. The same format as in Figure 9a, but for
Λ = 325.5◦, UVI image at 0444:20 UT, magnetic field
disturbance as compared with reference field at 0437 UT
estimated for the period 0443 UT ±2.5 min (third panel),
and Pi2 power during 0445 UT ±7.5 min.



The maximum of Pi2 power is around this station, too.
Epicenters of both auroral electrojet and Pi2 power are
at the poleward edge of the auroral luminosity profile.
The next activation at ∼0444 UT originates and devel-
ops at higher latitudes than the first one (Figure 9b).
The auroral electrojet intensifies around EKP-RAN. In
the Pi2 power distribution an additional peak emerges
around EKP, too.

4. Statistical Superposed Analysis of UV

Intensity and Pi2 Power

To verify the conclusions made upon the analysis of
case studies, we have constructed statistical distribu-
tions of the UV intensity and Pi2 power. This statistical
analysis is based on 31 selected Pi2 events: 22 events in
1996, 5 in 2000, and 4 in 2001. These events have been
selected from both POLAR UVI (shown in blue color)
and IMAGE WIC (red color). All the latitudinal distri-
butions of UV intensity during time intervals when Pi2
had been detected are summed up (Figure 10, upper
panel). The distributions have been normalized to the
maximal value, and the latitude of the maximum is al-
located to the reference 0◦latitude. The corresponding
normalized latitudinal distributions of Pi2 power have



Figure 10. The latitudinal normalized distribution of
UV intensity (during time intervals when Pi2 had been de-
tected) shifted to the reference latitude 0◦(upper panel).
The relevant normalized latitudinal distribution of total Pi2
power (bottom panel). Red lines correspond to the POLAR
observations, and blue lines correspond to IMAGE events.



been shifted in latitude accordingly for each event (Fig-
ure 10, bottom panel). The comparison of these distri-
butions shows that Pi2 power is predominantly located
either under the maximum of the auroral emission, or is
displaced to the poleward boundary of the auroral oval.
This result confirms statistically the conclusions made
from case studies.

During some events (e.g., 2001/032, 0445 UT) a
double peak in latitudinal distribution of Pi2 power oc-
curs. The weaker peak corresponds to the maximum of
UV intensity, while the larger peak corresponds to the
poleward edge of the auroral oval.

5. Discussion

Despite the well-known general association of Pi2 ac-
tivity with substorm onset and auroral intensification
[e.g., Takahashi et al., 2002], specific mechanisms of
the formation of Pi2 structure and wave propagation
paths from the magnetotail towards the high-latitude
ionosphere have not been firmly revealed. Numerous
theories of Pi2 generation seem to give a quite proba-
ble interpretation of some aspects of Pi2 phenomenon,
but the attempts to unite the existing theoretical mod-



els of Pi2 with other typical elements of a substorm
demonstrate the obvious insufficiency of the theoreti-
cal conceptions [Keiling and Takahashi, 2011].

Even some primary questions still have not got any
definite answer, e.g. what factor determines the pe-
riodicity of Pi2 response to the substorm onset? The
frequency content of Pi2 is to be governed either by
natural resonant properties of the nightside magneto-
sphere, or by the frequency content of a Pi2 driver, or
in fact by combination of both. It was often suggested
that the dominant Pi2 periodicity at high latitudes is
determined by Alfvenic wave bounce time between con-
jugated ionospheres in a region of the onset. However,
characteristic Pi2 periods, ∼1–2 min, are noticeably
less than the fundamental eigenperiod of Alfven field
line oscillations at auroral latitudes, ∼5–10 min. More-
over, if Pi2 were just a transient eigenoscillation of a
local field line where an auroral activation has occurred,
then the Pi2 period should increase gradually upon sub-
sequent leaps to higher latitudes. However, we have
noticed no consistent variations of spectral content be-
tween subsequent wave bursts in a Pi2 series.

There are several hypothetical possibilities to handle
this issue. Any plasma disturbance (e.g., particle injec-
tion) near the magnetospheric equatorial plane must



excite preferably symmetric Alfven harmonics with a
maximal field line displacement at the top of a field
line [Hameiri and Kivelson, 1991]. The fundamen-
tal Alfven mode between low-conductive ionospheres
has an asymmetric field-aligned structure with a node
of plasma velocity at the equator, so only second har-
monic with nearly two times higher frequency can be
excited.

Finally, Wolfe et al. [2012] suggested that a periodic
response to the onset may be the result of oscillations of
a hot plasma filament near its equilibrium state. Prob-
ably, this mechanism cannot resolve the Pi2 periodicity
issue because the filament oscillation period is always
larger than the Alfvenic bounce period.

Thus, high-latitude Pi2 signals are probably mainly
forced oscillations, whose frequency content is deter-
mined by a source spectrum. A promising hypothesis
is that high-speed Earthward bursty bulk flows (BBF) in
the central plasma sheet with velocities around hundred-
thousand km/s in localized channels ∼2–3 RE wide
could be a driver of forced Pi2 excitation. These flows
often exhibit a temporal fine structure comprising
∼1 min flow bursts encapsulated into BBF with du-
ration ∼10 min. Enhanced buffeting of the nightside
magnetosphere by BBF with such internal periodicity



during the substorm activations would induce a quasi-
periodic response.

This hypothesis still remains questionable, although
a correspondence between ground Pi2 signals and BBF
in the magnetotail has been reported [Hsu and McPher-
ron, 2007; Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Shiokawa et
al., 1998; Xing et al., 2015]. About 80% of mid-
latitude Pi2 were found to be caused by BBF [Wang
et al., 2015]. BBF are associated with poleward au-
roral boundary intensifications [Lyons et al., 1999],
and thus some Pi2 signals may be related to the pole-
ward boundary intensifications during both substorm
and non-substorm periods [Kim et al., 2005]. At the
same time, Murphy et al. [2011] showed that BBF
was not directly-driving the ground Pi2, despite the
fact that a visual inspection of both time-series might
initially suggest that there is a causal relationship. No
spectral correspondence between ground Pi2 and BBF
have been found by Nose [2010]. The statistical study
of BBF oscillatory flows and ground response showed
that the frequency of ground geomagnetic response is
on average twice the frequency of the plasmasheet flows
[Panov et al., 2014].

The ground image of “tailquakes”, i.e. sources of
Pi2 signals, is due to the fact that any impulsive pro-



cess in the magnetotail is accompanied by an excitation
of various MHD wave modes. Then, the wave energy
of these disturbances partly propagates towards Earth
via different channels. There are several possible sce-
narios of ULF signal penetration from the tail into the
nightside polar ionosphere, as schematically illustrated
in Figure 11. The location of Pi2 power has been found
to be predominantly attached to the poleward edge of
auroral activation. This unexpected observational re-
sult is to be comprehended in view of the well estab-
lished fact that substorm onset was found to be marked
by brightening of the equatorwardmost auroral arc prior
to onset [Lyons et al., 2002]. Our study has shown
that although Pi2 activity is a signature of substorm
onset, it tends to concentrate closer to the poleward
auroral oval boundary, which can be associated with
the OCB. The epicenter of Pi2 power is found to be
roughly in the same region where the AEJ will develop.
The relative locations of the latitudinal profile of the
Pi2 current system, auroral electrojet, and auroral lu-
minosity are schematically shown in Figure 12.

The occurrence of several channels coupling the mag-
netotail dynamics and terrestrial ionosphere was ev-
idenced from many studies. Uozumi et al. [2000]
found that for many Pi2 events the magnetic energy ob-



Figure 11. Schematic illustration of the ULF wave
energy propagation channels from the substorm origin
(“tailquake” marked by black star) to the Earth’s iono-
sphere via Alfvenic (A) or fast magnetosonic (M) modes.
Dotted lines indicate region of the mode conversion.

served at the high-latitude station KTN mapped onto
the equatorial plane at a distance ∼30 RE from the
Earth, and appeared somewhat earlier (∼20 sec) than
at the auroral station CHD (mapped to ∼5.5 RE), al-
though amplitudes of Pi2 at KTN were mostly smaller
than those at CHD. The UVI POLAR images showed
that it was when the auroral oval was located equator-



Figure 12. The relative locations of the latitudinal pro-
file of the Pi2 power, auroral electrojet (AEJ), auroral UV
luminosity, and ground magnetic bay (H and Z compo-
nents).



ward to KTN that the Pi2 amplitude tended to reach
maximum earlier in the polar cap/auroral oval boundary
rather than in the auroral region. The model of wave
conversion at the plasmasheet-lobe interface [e.g., Al-
lan and Wright, 1998] fits these observations.

In the events analyzed the Pi2 signals are not coher-
ent at high and middle latitudes, moreover there is no
one-to-one correspondence between the high-latitude
and low-latitude Pi2s. In the auroral region a Pi2 sig-
nature in fact marks the onset of irregular pulsations
in the Pi2 band, whereas at middle latitudes a clear
isolated wave packet can be seen. Probably, physical
mechanisms of Pi2 waves at different latitudes are dif-
ferent, too. The wave response at middle latitudes is
associated with the excitation of a global plasmasphere
cavity mode, whereas high- latitude Pi2 is probably the
result of an incidence onto the ionosphere of localized
Alfvenic disturbances that originated in the magnetotail
region.

ULF wave bursts in the nightside magnetosphere can
be not just a marker of dynamic phenomena, but play
an active role in the aurora activations (“Alfvenic au-
rora”). Alfvenic waves with proper transverse scales
can contribute to the energy flux into the auroral oval
[Pilipenko et al., 2004]. There is much observational



evidence that ULF electromagnetic disturbances can
provide sufficient Poynting flux to power the accelera-
tion of auroral electrons [Keiling et al., 2003; Wygant
et al., 2000]. The strongly enhanced downward Poynt-
ing flux associated with these perturbation fields oc-
curred when the spacecraft was at the poleward auro-
ral boundary during a substorm magnetically conjugate
to intense auroral structures detected by the POLAR
imager. Whether Pi2 waves do contribute to aurora
intensification is not known.

6. Conclusions

The superposition of sequences of UV auroral images
from POLAR or IMAGE, the ionospheric electrojet and
wave power in the Pi2 frequency band derived from
latitudinal magnetometer profile has confirmed that a
substorm develops as a series of “detonations”, accom-
panied by an enhancement of auroral luminosity, in-
tensification of the ionospheric currents, and burst of
Pi2 wave power [Shiokawa et al., 2002]. The epicen-
ter of each “detonation” leaps during each activation
poleward and westward. Though epicenter of the Pi2
power is observed roughly in the same region where the
auroral electrojet will develop, Pi2 signals cannot be



imagined as transient eigenoscillations of auroral field
lines. Probably, physical mechanisms of Pi2 response
to substorm onset are different at auroral and middle
latitudes: The wave response at middle latitudes is as-
sociated with the excitation of a plasmasphere cavity
mode, whereas high-latitude Pi2 is the result of the
incidence onto the ionosphere of Alfvenic disturbances
that originated in the magnetotail region. The merid-
ional location of the Pi2 power tends to be associated
to the poleward border of the auroral activation region.
These observational result fits the model of ULF wave
transmission from the magnetotail to the ionosphere
either along the plasmasheet-lobe interface or inside
the plasmasheet. It seems promising that ground ULF
observations along a latitudinal magnetometer network
may be used to identify an instant location of the mag-
netospheric domain boundaries.
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